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How is EWF bringing blockchain technology to the energy sector?
Founded in 2017, EWF is working to develop a public, open source and
decentralized blockchain to support global applications of blockchain in
energy

EWF’s Mission
We are an entrepreneurial nonprofit foundation unleashing
blockchain’s potential to accelerate the transition to a decentralized,
democratized, decarbonized, and digitized energy system.

What we are doing
1) Building a commercial-grade, open source blockchain-based
infrastructure that is purpose-built for the energy sector.

2) Facilitating, educating, and incubating a diverse ecosystem of
market participants, innovators, and regulators in support of the
technology

The economic advantages are shifting

Costs

Migration of economies of scale to distributed resources

The energy sector is undergoing a massive transformation
New technologies, regulations, and customer preferences have triggered a
growing shift in value from traditional grid assets to customers
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This transformation is increasing grid complexity
Deeper penetration of renewable energy, active customers, and two-way
flows of energy are forcing a new grid architecture
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EWF Chain response to grid challenges

Issues to Address

๏ Secure metering
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๏ Data sharing
๏ Data Privacy
๏ Smart contracts
๏ Contract privacy
๏ Transaction cost
๏ Transaction speed
๏ Cyber security
๏ Regulatory compliance

EWF Chain

Business model disruption in the energy sector
Legacy IT network business models could transform into “value technologies” by commoditising networks
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Unifying Markets = Setting Standards
“Value technologies” will introduce free software products to the energy market,
leading to a market homogenisation that fosters exponential business models

Open source, free software
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Token is the new license!

EWF is building the EWF Blockchain: a public, open-source network
The EWF chain sits between permissioned distributed ledgers and fully decentralized, anonymous networks
Blockchain Token Economy
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The EWF chain was designed around three principles
A proof-of-authority public network with on-chain governance and permissioning features
meeting the needs of the energy sector

Bridge

๏

Energy is a mission critical public good

๏

Governance should live on-chain

๏

Regulators play a key role

Energy Web Blockchain; Governance by Gas
In contrast to other blockchain projects where miners or token holders are the primary decision makers, our governance structure
empowers the stakeholders with the most knowledge in the space: developers vote on network upgrades.

Know-how

Governance Approaches
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Energy-specific building blocks of the EWF chain
EWF Tech Roadmap

Further enhancements, from the community.
Polkadot, as an on-chain scaling solution.
Raiden, as an off-chain scaling solution.
Bridges, both for performance and interoperability.
D3A, a market model and simulation framework for transactive energy.
Etherscan, a block explorer to review transactions.
ORIGIN, a lighthouse project to demonstrate a practical case (certificates of origin).
WebAssembly as a strategic move in terms of performance and growing the dev community.
Secret transactions as a precondition for regulatory compliance.
Permissioning as basis for the governance implementation.
Light Client as a reference implementation for running a node on lightweight devices, e.g. for Smart Metering.
Test Network and Netstats to observe validation live and as development tools.
Block time 3 seconds for better UX and higher throughput.
Proof of Authority as basis for better performance and governance features.
Ethereum Software Stack, because it is proven as resilient Turing-complete Blockchain architecture.

Frameworks enable faster innovation
EWF Affiliates join forces to establish open source frameworks for
various business models

Utility Billing

Utilities/third parties use cryptographic identities to manage customers

Certificates of Origin

Renewable generators create certificates; certificates are issued,
traded, retired and tracked on a blockchain

Demand Response

Demand response aggregators (utilities, third parties) use secure smart
contracts to conduct instant M&V, settlement

Electric Vehicles

Utilities/third parties use cryptographic identities to manage customers,
vehicles, and charging infrastructure

Transactive / Peer to
Peer Energy

Market design to balance and control the grid using temporal and
locational price signals while maintaining grid reliability

Framework: EWF Link
Enabling the embedding of light clients in legacy infrastructure: proof of
delivery
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Blockchain

The current use of blockchain by energy start-ups
Event Horizon 2018 Start-ups (41 surveyed)

Energy Web License
Build proprietary applications on the Energy Web Parity software client
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Join EWF
Become a part of the decentralised operating system

Affiliates become authorities (validators)
on test network and provide feedback on
tech development

Affiliates also help the EWF team set
the standard for blockchain governance
in energy

๏ EWF chain = proof-of-authority
consensus mechanism

๏ Known, trusted authority nodes act as
validators

๏ Interoperable with other public &
private chains

๏ Semi-centralized decision-making
enables quicker updates and better
alignment

๏ Purpose built for energy sector

๏ Governance experiments ongoing

EWF is actively recruiting Affiliate organizations to join EWF
On an invite-only basis, EWF Affiliates are given access to the following benefits

Benefit

Detail

Learn and collaborate
with the EWF ecosystem

Join the EWF Connect platform and communications
channels. Create your own working groups or join other
projects. Source and offer services.

Special license for
commercial products

The EWF Affiliation will entitle you to build proprietary
applications on top of the EWF Parity software client.

Become an authority

Become an authority on the EWF test network, Tobalaba.

Tokens

EWF tokens perform a critical function on the EWF network.

The EWF Token Model
Tokens are crucial to operation of the EWF platform and perform two main
functions

Function

Description

Maintain Network
Security

๏ EWF blockchain considers transactions submitted by any party and/or device (as with other public
blockchains e.g., ethereum)
๏ Guards network from certain attack vectors (e.g., spam, malicious dApps)
๏ Tokens used to secure network

Manage Transaction
Costs

๏ EWF platform uses proof of authority consensus mechanism
๏ Authorities incur costs to process transactions / validate blocks
๏ Tokens used to pay transaction costs

For additional reading, review Ethereum’s Ether-Gas function at https://ethereum.gitbooks.io/frontier-guide/content/costs.html
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1 R&D

Infrastructure
enhancements

Updates

EW Genesis Block &
Full network release

Event Horizon
’18

Go-Live

Hackathons,
Network stress testing

Hardware integration &
EW thin client

Beta D3A simulation
environment release

Launch more
applications

Updates, governance
experiments

Alpha D3A simulation
environment release

Alpha release

Beta release

Initial applications
launched

Platform governance
development

Round B Funding

EWF Formed
Event Horizon ´17

Global Network
deployed

Task forces formed

Initial EWF Events

Round A Fundraising

EWF key achievements and timeline
EWF has a track record
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2 Decentralize 3
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Jesse Morris
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CFO
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Christoph
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Etienne Gehain,
Member, EWF
Engie

EWF Team
EWF was co-founded by Rocky Mountain Institute and Grid Singularity.
Key partners include blockchain industry leaders Slock.it and Parity
Technologies

Founders
๏ Grid Singularity: market-leading blockchain and energy developer specializing in
transactive energy and peer to peer grid applications
๏ Rocky Mountain Institute: think-and-do tank nonprofit organization with a 35 year
track record of partnering with utilities, regulators, governments, corporates, and
other stakeholder groups undergoing the global energy transition to efficiency and
Partners

renewables
๏ Parity Technologies: leading ethereum technology developer behind
Parity and Polkadot, the most performant ethereum client

SLOCK.IT

๏ slock.it: leading blockchain and Internet-of-things technology
developer

78+ Affiliates

Excluding private / anonymous
contributors

Metering & blockchain
Existing, generalized process in most utilities (grid operators, suppliers, metering operators…)

Metering & blockchain
Impact of blockchain

Contact:
jesse.morris@energyweb.org

Disclaimer
A. The information, claims, representations, and warranties made in this publication are subject to change at the sole discretion of Energy Web Foundation (“EWF”)
B. EWF makes no representation or warranties regarding the creation, valuation, or issuance of EWF tokens, if any, or the ability of any individual and/or legal entity to
monetize or receive any value for any EWF tokens
C. While EWF will make reasonable efforts to develop and complete the EWF blockchain, it is possible that such development may fail and any created EWF Tokens
become useless and/or valueless due to technical, commercial, regulatory, or any other reasons.
D. Even if all or parts of the EWF platform are successfully developed and released in full or in parts, due to a lack of public interest, the EWF blockchain could be fully or
partially abandoned, remain commercially unsuccessful, or shut down for lack of interest or other reasons. Therefore, allocation, use, and/or ownership of EWF tokens
carries significant financial, regulatory, and/or reputational risks (including the complete loss of value, if any, of EWF Tokens and attributed features).
E. EWF tokens do not involve the purchase of shares or any equivalent in any existing or future public or private company, corporation or other entity in any jurisdiction and
EWF tokens therefore do not confer any right to receive shareholder or equity interests, entitlement to profits, income, voting rights, or any other governance rights.
F. Blockchain technology allows new forms of interaction and it is possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on, or introduce new regulations
addressing, blockchain technology-based applications, which may be contrary to the current setup of the EWF blockchain and which may, inter alia, result in substantial
modifications of the EWF blockchain and/or the EWF including its termination. EWF gives no representation, warranty, or other assurance as to whether EWF Tokens
are or are not securities or other regulated investments and whether EWF tokens are or are not subject to regulation in any jurisdiction.
G. The EWF blockchain may give rise to other, alternative projects, promoted by unaffiliated third parties, under which EWF tokens will have no intrinsic value
H. EWF tokens may be accessed only with a wallet. Private keys to access wallets are encrypted with passwords. If wallet files or passwords and respectively private keys
are lost or stolen, any obtained EWF tokens associated with said wallet will be unrecoverable and will be permanently lost with the wallet
I. The EWF blockchain’s underlying software application and software platform may be exposed to attacks by hackers or other individuals that could result in theft or loss
of EWF tokens.
J. As with other public blockchain projects, public blockchains are susceptible to attacks, including but not limited to double-spend attacks, distributed denial of service
attacks, majority governance power attacks, and race condition attacks. Any successful attacks present a risk to the Energy Web Blockchain expected proper execution
and sequencing of EWF token transactions, and expected proper execution and sequencing of contract computations.
K. The EWF Blockchain on which the funds sent to EWF and the cryptographic wallet in which funds are stored may be subject to successful attacks, including but not
limited to double-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks, "selfish mining" attacks and race condition attacks.

